anne’s ux process
The “everything plus the kitchen sink” version
Last updated Mon Nov 09 2020 by Anne M Gibson
Preconditions:
▪ Someone has created a project and it’s been assigned to me. Usually that’s someone
like my manager or my PM though I do have a bad habit of inventing work for myself.
▪ Assumes that I (or the designer following the steps) know when a projects’s steps aren’t
necessary and will skip anything that’s overkill for the specific project.

Disclaimer:
▪ This is the hellish “everything has a deliverable” version of the chart. You don’t have to
complete every deliverable, but they’re available if you need them.
If it’s a pure research project,
it’s often to pitch a new
product or service to the
business or plan in advance
for an upcoming alreadyfunded project or service.

If you can’t identify
the researcher, you
are the researcher.

Specifically, gaps in
the research,
questionable stuﬀ,
do you have what
you need to design?

Recommended daily attendees:
▪
UX Researcher (quant and qual)
▪
PM/PO
▪
Writer
▪
Tech Lead
▪
BSA
▪
Scrum master (optional)
▪
IA
▪
QA Lead (Optional)

It’s common for a
strategic project to
start without an Agile
team, and common
for a tactical project
to start with one, but
the opposites
happen in both
cases.

Basis of the research
plan

Sessions are facilitated by UX Lead (may be
research or may be IA/UX Designer)

Project kickoﬀ

Note the
sponsor & other
stakeholders

Listen to the
elevator pitch

Start

Strategic
project?

Greenfield?

Yes

Pure
research?

Yes

Identify what
research has
already been
done

Identify PM’s
expectations for
research and
timeline

Agile team
yet?

Make a note of
the other team
members

Identify who
attends research
phase

Identify who
attends research
phase

Kickoff
complete

Provide finite
state map / UML

Provide voice,
tone, content
guidelines

Yes

No

No

These are the people
you stakeholder
interview

Yes

Identify the
researcher for
the project

Kickoff
complete

No

Yes

Upgrade?

Research &
build?

No

No

These are
the only 2 I
get.

You are out
of options

Identify the
researcher for
the project

Identify what
research has
already been
done

No

Tactical projects tend
to be much shorter,
often skip the
research phase.

Tactical
project?

Yes

Yes

Identify the
researcher for
the project

Identify what
research has
already been
done

Identify PM’s
expectations for
research and
timeline

This project will eat
your soul, but you’ll
have a hell of a
portfolio when you’re
done

Identify PM’s
expectations for
research and
timeline

Identify PM’s
expectations for
build timeline

Identify known
technical
constraints

Design complexity
drivers

Identify PM’s
expectations for
build timeline

Identify known
technical
constraints

Is there a
research
phase?

No

Yes

These are
the only 2 I
get.

Agile team
yet?

Yes

Agile team
yet?

Make a note of
the other team
members

Yes

No

Yes

Make a note of
the other team
members

Kickoff
complete

No

Get ready to
twiddle your
thumbs

Research phase
A huge amount of
this step is run
concurrently with
high-level design

Handy for other
projects and for your
back pocket
presenting to execs

A

Identify research
deliverables

Start

Do you know
the:

Problem to
solve?

Market’s
approach

Yes

Yes

Synthesize the
data

No

These go in your
research plan

Data driven, include
inclusive and diverse
personas

Produce the
research report

User needs and
business goals, how
they feel

Produce
capability
strategy

Produce
Personas

Top 3-5 from
capability strategy, or
“whole flow”

Prioritize
capability
strategy

Produce top
scenarios

Research
complete

Or your industry’s
analysis of choice.

No

Definition of success
comes from these
interviews

Stakeholder
Interviews

Competitive
analysis

Comparative
analysis

Gartner analysis

Go to A

User Feedback
Interviews

Technical
constraints

Journey Map

Go to A

Are we failing today?
What do users say
they want? What are
they mad about?

What do users want
that is out of scope
or super expensive
due to tech
constraints?

High-level Design phase
May/may not include
responsive designs
at each level

B

Start

Produce Design
Plan

Identify priority
flows

Tackle
technically most
complex flow
first

Process map
flow

Identify data
gaps

Fill data gaps

Crit every chance
you can, early and
often!

Wireflow flows

Wireframe
critical error
flows

Provide content
strategy

Provide
taxonomy

Provide site map

Provide visual
design

Provide info
graphic design
and data viz

Provide
interaction &
microinteraction
design

Present flows to
PM/PO, Tech
Lead, etc.

Is flow set
good
enough?

Yes

Produce Design
Strategy Doc

Provide
accessibility
guidance doc

Identify new
components

No

A huge amount of
this step is run
concurrently with
research

Help Engineering
understand the thing
they’re most
concerned about
early and often

The more abstract
the better! We want
steps not designs!
Pay attention to:
▪
▪
▪

Error states
Gaps in flow
Nobody wants
to give you a
requirement

Re-engage with
Researcher. What
quant/qual data do
we need? What
questions should be
tested?

This step usually
consists of the
designer annoying
other people until
she gets her
research

Engage closely with
Writer for this.
Wireframes can be
non-standard
components just to
get ideas down.
Picture perfect is not
the plan.

May come in handy
before/after format to
help devs
understand what’s
being changed

these are often
outputs of how anne
designs complex
data systems and
most ux designers
aren’t expected to
know them.

Resolve these early
or they will bite you
later.

Tactical (in-sprint) Design Phase
Ideally you’re 2-3
sprints ahead but if
you’re designing insprint you have a
problem.

Start

C

Look at stories
for next sprint

For each story:

Ensure a
wireframe or
diagram
explains

Ensure
acceptance
criteria is correct

Answer any/all
questions

Wait for story to
be coded

UX Review the
story

Follow team
procedure for
defects

Mark as UX
Complete

Provide
assistance
breaking down
to stories

Do all stories
have detailed
design?
No

This can run parallel
to anything else,
which can be
unfortunate.

All the things done
for the strategic step,
but hopefully some
of them are already
finished. Look out for
new components!

Discuss in wireframe
reviews, design/
discovery sessions,
and planning/
grooming sessions

Occasionally a story
kicks oﬀ the need for
another research
phase, AND THAT’S
OK.

Go to C

Usability Testing Phase
May be outputs from
research, high-level
design, or tactical
design phases

Start

Form a hypothesis,
prototype it, test it,
learn from results.

D

Identify research
needs

For each
testable item:

Architecture
issue?

Don’t abuse surveys,
people don’t like
taking them

Based on our design
principles coupled
with research and
design experience

Yes

Tree test

Card sort

Click test

Survey

Heuristic
Analysis

Update
architecture
based on
findings

Yes

Click test

Survey

Usability test
with internal
folks

Usability test
with external
folks

Heuristic
Analysis

Update arch and
vis design based
on findings

Yes

Precision test

Relevance test

Update
taxonomy based
on findings

Tune search
engine

Click test

Usability test
with disabled
folks

Heuristic
Analysis

Update arch, vis
design, code
based on
findings

User interview

Research
session at
Boomi World

Stakeholder
Interview

Update
everything
based on
findings

Design the
component
accessibility

Design the
component
interactions

Crit at least
once

Write
documentation

Wait for it to be
coded

UX Review
process

Go to D

No

Visual
design
issue?
No

Search
engine
issue?
No

A11y issue?

Yes

No

Business
issue?

Yes

No

All issues tested

They’re not all going
to be resolved.

Governance phase

Start

New or
updated
component
?

Yes

Design the
component
architecture

Design the
component
visual design

No

This can run parallel
to anything else,
which can be
unfortunate.

Governance
Complete

Discuss in wireframe
reviews, design/
discovery sessions,
and planning/
grooming sessions

Occasionally a story
kicks oﬀ the need for
another research
phase, AND THAT’S
OK.

Content review
process for style
guide

Governance
Complete

Yes

Tactical
Design
Complete

Usually provided by
the writer, unless
there is no writer,
then you are the
writer.

Often prototypes in
HTML/CSS

Repeat from B
until all flows are
high-level
designed

Includes info on what
design decisions you
made including what
design principles you
used and why.

Call out content flow,
keyboard flow, alt
tag / aria tag needs,
complex
interactions.

This kicks oﬀ the
governance phase

Provide
assistance
breaking down
to stories

High-level
design
complete

